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The world came to an unprecedented standstill after the Coronavirus caused a global pandemic identified as 

Covid-19.  After its discovery, it quickly spread throughout the world at a speed with an unnamed measure of time. 

This was a year of unprecedented challenges as we, as part of a global village, faced the worst pandemic of our 

time.  We had to dig deep into our core to ensure our survival. We are witnessing the true measure of the human 

spirit and resilience.

Despite the obstacles presented by the pandemic were able to see some silver linings with our stakeholders in 

the auto sector.   Productions teams put their heads together and came up with a few solutions to the problems 

presented by the day.  This special edition of Autofocus highlights some of those innovations which have now 

become part of “the new normal” 

However, with all that we have managed to survive now is not the time to let our guard down.  The country 

and the world at large are, experiencing different waves and variants of the Coronavirus. This means 

that we must be more vigilant than ever. Let us continue to observe all the protocols by wearing 

a mask, washing, or sanitizing our hands and keeping a safe social distance.

We must hold on to the fact that one day this too shall  pass. 

Keep Safe
AIDC Management

The year 
was 2020
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Taking into account an anticipated 6.1% decline in South Africa’s economic growth owing to the Covid-19 

pandemic, new-vehicle sales will probably fall by between 20% and 30% in 2020, says a report issued by 

the Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC), titled Re-gearing the Gauteng Automotive Sector, 

Navigating the Business Impact of Covid-19.

Local vehicle production will probably track this decline, adds the report.

This will take a heavy toll on the Gauteng auto market, 

states the report.

Gauteng houses three of the country’s seven large 

vehicle manufacturers – Nissan, BMW and Ford.

Roughly 40% of the country’s automotive component 

manufacturing is also located in the province, and 

it contributes an estimated R1.4-billion in capital 

expenditure. 

All in all, Gauteng accounts for 39% of all vehicles 

produced in South Africa, 35.8% of new-car sales, 34.6% 

of light commercial vehicle (LCV) sales, 37% of truck 

sales and 36.5% of LCV exports.

While manufacturing effectively came to a standstill 

on March 26 as the country entered national lockdown, 

the South African subsidiaries of BMW, Nissan and 

Ford were instructed to suspend operations along 

with other group plants before the lockdown was 

implemented. 

Since then at least five working weeks have been 

effectively lost, which the majority of manufacturers 

will not be able to recover, states the AIDC report.

“While some of the original equipment manufacturers 

NAVIGATING THE 
IMPACT OF COVID-19

Re-gearing the Gauteng Automotive Sector: 

The local production target for 2020 was originally more 
than 650 000 vehicles, but currently there is no way this 
target will be achieved. In all likelihood, in line with the 

anticipated slump in demand, production volumes will also 
decrease by up to 30% for the year.
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(OEMs, or vehicle manufacturers) that do not currently 

run three shifts, may be able to make up some lost 

time through incorporating extra shifts, other OEMs 

such as BMW, which were already running three shifts, 

will not have this option.”

Exports are also likely to suffer owing to the Covid-19 

pandemic.

South Africa’s automotive industry is export orientated, 

with Europe being the country’s main trading partner, 

accounting for 64.3% of vehicle and component 

exports.

The anticipated decline in the European automotive 

market does not bode well for South African 

manufacturers and exporters, states the AIDC report.

“[South African] export sales, which account for 74% 

of production volumes, took a massive dip in March, 

recording a decline of 21.5% in comparison with March 

the previous year. 

“Vehicles that were already in transit were allowed 

to be exported during the month of April, however, 

health and safety compliance requirements 

contributed to delays in the process.”

Job Losses
The AIDC report states that the depreciation of the rand will add further pressure to local new-vehicle demand, 

as the rand broke record lows in April, breaching R19 against the US dollar. 

“Taking into account that South Africa is a net importer of high-value, capital intensive componentry, the 

weakening rand will cause an increase in manufacturing input costs, resulting in price increases that consumers 

cannot afford in the current economic conditions. 

“The collapse in production volumes and demand, coupled with a very uncertain outlook, could mean that up to 

30% of jobs in the industry might be lost.”

AIDC  |

Masks have become compulsory in workplaces
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Government Assistance Required
South Africa’s Automotive Masterplan, as governed 

and incentivised in the Automotive Production and 

Development Programme (APDP), aims to boost 

growth and create jobs by more than doubling yearly 

vehicle production to 1.4-million vehicles by 2035, and 

to increase locally manufactured component content 

on these vehicles from the current 39%, to 60%. 

The new scheme is supported by various investment 

and tax incentives, including a tax-free cash grant, 

starting at 20%, of the value of qualifying investments, 

rising to 25% for component manufacturers, and a 

tax perk related to vehicle production, known as the 

assembly allowance, explains the AIDC report.

However, warns the report, OEMs and component 

manufacturers will this year “likely not be able to 

adhere to the manufacturing and employment 

requirements to qualify for certain incentives”.

This has meant that the National Association of 

Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (Naamsa) 

has requested government to relax the minimum 

plant production capacity threshold of 50 000 vehicles 

a year needed for the investment incentive, as car 

makers believe it is too stringent given the impact of 

the Covid-19 crisis, states the AIDC report.

Naamsa has also asked government to use 2019 

production volumes as targets for 2020’s vehicle 

assembly allowance, as output is likely to drop 

significantly this year.

“The struggle for liquidity in this crisis period may also 

infringe on the capacity of car makers to fulfil export 

orders, worth $9-billion (roughly R166.1-billion) a year,” 

states the report.

“Industry officials have warned that the damage could 

be permanent and open up the way for rivals such as 

Morocco and Thailand to capture market share.”

The report adds that small firms remain especially 

vulnerable, with a “very real” likelihood that a number 

of them will not survive the crisis, “which will be 

disastrous for government’s drive to boost local output 

and double employment in the sector.”

It also notes that it will be critical for South African 

exporters to meet their export obligations as soon 

as they are able to do so. If this is not the case, they 

face the risk of being replaced by sister companies or 

competitors.

The AIDC report also notes a recommendation to 

government regarding the employment requirements 

to qualify for the Automotive Investment Scheme (AIS) 

over the next two years.

The AIS requires firms to maintain their employment 

levels over the duration of the period for which they 

receive AIS support. 

OEMs and component manufacturers are, however, 

unlikely to maintain job levels, and will thus lose the 

25% calculated grant on the investment made on new 

vehicle models, owing to lower volumes produced on 

the back of declining demand. 

The proposed remedy is to still allow the 25% incentive 

even if jobs are lost, states the AIDC report.

“It is imperative to keep in mind that the incentive was 

created under normal trading conditions, but needs to 

be relaxed due to Covid-19. 

“Permanent jobs could be retained after Covid-19 

by allowing OEMs and component manufacturers 

to use labour brokers to provide temporary labour 

(permanent workers retrenched during the pandemic) 

as a means of retaining skills and to ensure the skills 

[are available] when production volumes are normal 

again and new shifts are required.

“Currently the Department of Trade, Industry and 

Competition does not recognise temporary workers 

employed via labour brokers as jobs created.”
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Transformation Fund Lag?
The recently launched Automotive Industry 

Transformation Fund will see contributions to 

the value of R6-billion from OEMs to support and 

accelerate the development of black entrepreneurs in 

the automotive industry.

The seven OEMs were initially expected to contribute 

R38-million to the fund during 2020. 

However, it is unclear if contributions will be made in 

full this year, taking into consideration the strain that 

has been placed on OEMs amid the pandemic, states 

the AIDC report.

Two-year Recovery Period

The AIDC report describes a two-year recovery for the 

local automotive sector, and up to five years for the 

global automotive sector to return to normal.

Covid-19 may, however, also lead to some behavioural 

changes regarding mobility within communities, 

which may last longer than five years.

“The advent of people that make an effort to eat 

food that is grown, raised, or produced locally, may 

result in shorter supply chains and less transport 

[opportunities],” states the AIDC report.

“More on-line deliveries may lead to an increase in 

demand for commercial vehicles.

“Will we see a greater drive for alternative drive 
trains – electric versus internal combustion engines 
versus hydrogen?”

“The positive impact of lockdowns on the environment 

is glaringly obvious, and a new drive to eliminate 

pollution is likely to increase.”

AIDC  |

The AIDC was established in 2000 by the Gauteng provincial government, as a supporting organisation focusing on project delivery in support 

of Gauteng industrial policy and other strategic initiatives within the automotive sector. 

Published by Irma Venter in Engineering Newshttps:

//www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/auto-industry-to-face-up-to-30-job-production-losses-says-aidc-report-2020-05-27
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Black Industrialist develops a Local No - Solution to fight COVID-19

The Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC) has played a pivotal role in the production of an innovative 

hand sanitizer applicator. Mr. Vusi Mkhize, the owner and CEO of Mumbo Group (Pty) Ltd has developed and put 

into production a non-electronic hand sanitizer applicator. He has already fulfilled the first order of 50 units for a 

government department. 

Mkhize approached the Business Development Department of the AIDC with the product concept two weeks 

ago. He required support to industrialize the product to make it suitable for mass production. 

Mr. Mkhize says 

BLACK INDUSTRIALIST 
DEVELOPS A LOCAL NO - 
SOLUTION TO FIGHT COVID-19

Twin Stories:

| Autofocus - The Covid Edition

The hand sanitizer applicator is a substantial and 

robust device that will give years of service. The device 

uses no electronics or electricity. It is foot-operated 

and can be reloaded by any person with no special 

tools required. 

The applicator is ideal for all entrances where the 

public, staff, or visitors enter a building. The device is 

mobile and it can also be fixed permanently. Mkhize 

says he expects to see this device at every door in the 

country. 

This product is a result of a collaboration between 

Naicker Tool Makers, the Mumbo Group, and Teq 

Design Central. Naicker Tool Makers is an IATF 16949 

accredited company and manufactures this product 

in Boksburg.  Naicker Tool Maker has also been in the 

AIDC’s supplier development programme.   Mr. Kas 

Naicker says “This is a good product and we believe 

that it will help greatly in the big fight against the 

coronavirus.”

Several suppliers are involved to ensure the tooling 

functions smoothly and to achieve the required 

volume. The current manufacturing volume is 100 

units per day.  This can be increased to meet any 

demand as the tooling currently has a capacity of 500 

units per day. 

The AIDC says this project confirms that “this is the 

time for co-operation between organizations with 

complementary capabilities that operate in the 

automotive space. This is an indication that the tier 2 

industry can rapidly localize automotive components 

to achieve the goal of 60% local content for vehicles as 

targeted in South Africa Automotive Masterplan.”

The automotive sector knows how to produce in high 
volumes, that is why the AIDC was my first port of call for 

assistance in manufacturing technology.
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The move to produce a handsfree sanitizer 

applicator at the early stages of the lockdown has 

proven to be an excellent one for engineering 

entrepreneur Vusi Mkhize. In April, this year the 

Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC) 

played a pivotal role in assisting Mkhize to develop 

and put into production a non-electronic hand 

sanitizer applicator. Mkhize’ s innovative product 

has received good reception with entities such as 

the University of Limpopo, South African National 

Defense Force, banks, filling stations as well as 

doctors and shopkeepers procuring his product. 

To date, approximately 1200 units have been sold. 

Mkhize says “This product has created much-

needed revenue during the Covid-19 lockdown 

when there were no prospects of making business 

from anywhere. We have created five new jobs and 

were able to absorb the workers to our business 

moving forward.”  The AIDC said “we are proud to 

be mentoring a company that is proactive and had 

the foresight to provide solutions at the onset of the 

lockdown. “

Earlier this year Mkhize approached the Business 

Development Department of the AIDC with 

the product concept. He required support to 

industrialize the product to make it suitable for 

mass production. Mkhize said, “the automotive 

sector knows how to produce in high volumes, 

that is why the AIDC was my first port of call for 

assistance in manufacturing technology.” 

The hand sanitizer applicator is a substantial and 

robust device that will give years of service. The 

device uses no electronics or electricity. It is foot-

operated and can be reloaded by any person with 

no special tools required. 

The applicator is ideal for all entrances where the 

public, staff, or visitors enter a building. The device 

is mobile and it can also be fixed permanently. 

This product is a result of a collaboration between 

Naicker Tool Makers, the Mumbo Group, and Teq 

Design Central. Naicker Tool Makers is an IATF 16949 

accredited company and manufactures this product 

in Boksburg.  Naicker Tool Maker has also been 

in the AIDC’s supplier development programme.   

Several suppliers are involved to ensure the tooling 

functions smoothly and to achieve the required 

volume. 

INNOVATIVE SANITIZER 
APPLICATOR CREATES 
MUCH-NEEDED JOBS

Twin Stories:

AIDC  |

No-Touch Sanitisers
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A tenant of the Automotive Supplier Park  (ASP) in Rosslyn, PolyGen, is one of the companies providing solutions 

to the COVID0-19 Pandemic.  PolyGen has joined the band of factories in the automotive sector that are 

modifying their production lines to produce components that will assist in the fight against the pandemic. The 

company had previously produced plastic parts for automotive components.

AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIER 
PARK TENANT PROVIDES
A SOLUTION FOR COVID-19

The AIDC  which is responsible for the ASP  says “this is a clear indication that the industry is ready to participate 

in the manufacturing of Personal Protective Equipment(PPE). The agility of our stakeholders in diversifying their 

production is exemplary in responding to the country’s medical and economic needs.”

Co-owner and General manager of the company Mr. Wilhelm Roets said they made the change when the 

lockdown was announced and saw what other countries were doing. Their partner company which specializes 

in product design and engineering initially approached the University of Pretoria with a design for a CPAP 

machine. They pointed out that their most pressing requirement was for PPE for their frontline staff, specifically 

face shields.

ASP PPE “Face-shield”
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Currently, these were being 3D printed, but with the 

quantities required, an industrialized solution was 

required to provide adequate protection.

Roets says “We then reacted immediately and 

collaborated with the University to design an Injection 

Moldable face shield to their requirements. One that 

could be used by medical professionals.”

PolyGen had to make a few changes to accommodate 

the production of the face shield. The Company 

already had the injection molding machines in place 

and enough space to assemble and warehouse 

the product. Tooling for the new product took 

approximately 3 weeks, and importantly for the team, 

Polygen was able to bring much of its staff back to 

work.

However, the production of the face- shield is not 

without its challenges. Roets says “The biggest 

challenge was setting up the supply chain in a 

lockdown business environment. Finding what 

seem to be simple supplies became a difficult task, 

especially in the beginning.” Securing raw material in 

a very dynamic market and maintaining cashflow also 

became a challenge.

The response to the product has been positive and it is 

now in high demand.  PolyGen initially produced stock 

almost exclusively for medical practitioners. Roets says 

the product is of high quality and most industries are 

looking for a cost-effective product to operate during 

lockdown. 

He said the company is now moving its focus towards 

industries that are ramping up in phases. They are 

getting enquiries from all over the country from 

various industries including farmers, car service 

centres to pharmacies. 

The company has also designed a new version for 

small children. They are working with some schools to 

develop a product that could be used in the classroom 

environment. PolyGen hopes to have the product 

available when schools start to re-open.  The product 

also comes with the option to buy a replacement 

shield, the headpiece is of such quality that it can be 

re-used. The shield can be replaced if it is scratched or 

damaged.

PolyGem is currently at the capacity of 4000 units per 

day with a second set of tooling ready to double the 

capacity of the demand increases to such a level. The 

medical practitioner version sells for about R35, the 

standard version sells for about R25, and the children’s 

version for around R12.

Face-shield in production
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TRAINING 
COVID-19 
COMPLIANCE 
OFFICERS

The AIDC takes a lead on job creation in 

The Automotive Industry Development Centre 

(AIDC) has embarked on a project to train 50 

people at Covid-19 compliance officers and 

advisors. The project is aimed at supporting the 

sector and the wider public in a work readiness 

programme.  The project is a joint initiative 

between government and industry, will focus 

on the geographic area of Rosslyn in Pretoria, 

and will benefit the automotive sector and other 

businesses in the area.

The project aims to mitigate and minimize the 

impact of COVID-19 on Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEM), automotive, and supplier 

operations, provide a local quick response 

facility and assist with assessing and achieving 

compliance to standards of hygiene and health 

protocols by independently checking compliance 

at SMMEs.
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The culture will be of co-operation, innovative solutions 
and standardised easy to use documentation and 

communication material.

The AIDC embarked on this project after the realization that SMME’s, especially the smaller 

businesses, do not have the services of compliance officers readily available and in most 

cases, such a service would be at an additional cost. 

The AIDC   sources, selects, trains, and introduces the COVID-19 compliance officers to the 

industry with the first 10 officers deployed in July 2020 following by more officers added 

every cycle of 3 weeks. This is in support of the re-opening of the car manufacturers and 

supplier businesses.  The project funding will provide for 50 COVID-19 officers for 12 Months. 

A total of fifty jobs will be created. 

The training will be coordinated by the Gauteng Automotive Learning Centre in Rosslyn 

with support from  Nissan SA & BMW SA, in a project management role specifically to 

deployment protocol.   The Department of Health will advise on the necessary protocols and 

requirements as applicable to COVID -Officers Curriculum as required from time to time.

The AIDC says  “the provision of compliance officers and advisors will assist to ensure that 

health and safety protocols are in place in businesses to mitigate the effects on COVID-19 on 

workers. This will be done in a positive supportive environment to achieve compliance.

19
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Telephone: 012 564 5001
Email: info@aidc.co.za

Physical Address:
30 Helium Road

Automotive Supplier Park
Rosslyn EXT 2

0200

 
Postal Address:
Private Bag X35

Rosslyn
0200


